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ABSTRACT
Background Cigarette smoking is the major cause of
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease and emphysema.
Recent studies suggest that susceptibility to cigarette
smoke may vary by race/ethnicity; however, they were
generally small and relied on self-reported race/ethnicity.
Objective To test the hypothesis that relationships of
smoking to lung function and per cent emphysema differ
by genetic ancestry and self-reported race/ethnicity
among Caucasians, African-Americans, Hispanics and
Chinese-Americans.
Design Cross-sectional population-based study of adults
age 45–84 years in the USA.
Measurements Principal components of genetic
ancestry and continental ancestry estimated from one
million genome-wide single nucleotide polymorphisms;
pack-years of smoking; spirometry measured for 3344
participants; and per cent emphysema on computed
tomography for 8224 participants.
Results The prevalence of ever-smoking was:
Caucasians, 57.6%; African-Americans, 56.4%;
Hispanics, 46.7%; and Chinese-Americans, 26.8%.
Every 10 pack-years was associated with −0.73% (95%
CI −0.90% to −0.56%) decrement in the forced
expiratory volume in 1 s to forced vital capacity (FEV1 to
FVC) and a 0.23% (95% CI 0.08% to 0.38%) increase
in per cent emphysema. There was no evidence that
relationships of pack-years to the FEV1 to FVC, airflow
obstruction and per cent emphysema varied by genetic
ancestry (all p>0.10), self-reported race/ethnicity (all
p>0.10) or, among African-Americans, African ancestry.
There were small differences in relationships of pack-
years to the FEV1 among male Chinese-Americans and
to the FEV1 to FVC ratio with African and Native
American ancestry among male Hispanics only.
Conclusions In this large cohort, there was little to no
evidence that the associations of smoking to lung
function and per cent emphysema differed by genetic
ancestry or self-reported race/ethnicity.

INTRODUCTION
Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD),
defined by airflow obstruction that is not fully
reversible,1 is anticipated to be the third leading
cause of death worldwide by 2020.2 Cigarette
smoking is the primary cause of COPD and

emphysema,3 characterised by destruction of alveo-
lar walls and enlargement of air spaces distal to the
terminal bronchioles,4 yet only some smokers
develop these diseases. COPD outcomes vary by
race/ethnic group. Mortality from COPD is the
highest among Caucasians in the USA but is rising
rapidly among African-Americans5 who have
higher rates of hospitalisation and emergency
department visits due to COPD.5 Further, COPD
prevalence is higher among some Hispanic sub-
groups compared with African-Americans.6 It is
unclear if differences in COPD outcomes result
from variation in smoking patterns, healthcare
access, environmental exposures or genetic suscep-
tibility. The diverse US population provides an ideal
setting to study differential effects of smoking on
lung function.
A large meta-analysis suggested no difference in

COPD risk for equivalent smoking history among
African-Americans, Hispanics and Caucasians, but
potentially a lower risk in Asian/Pacific Islanders,7

while other studies suggested that African-Americans
are at an increased risk;8–11 yet another suggested
decreased risk among Hispanics.12 All but two11 12 of
these studies relied on self-reported race/ethnicity.
Genetic ancestry has several advantages for defining
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ancestry compared with self-report, including greater objectivity
and precision, particularly for persons with admixed backgrounds.
Markers of genetic ancestry have been shown to improve accuracy
in referencing lung function.13 We examined if the relationships of
pack-years of smoking to lung function and per cent emphysema
varied by genetic ancestry, continental ancestry or self-reported
race/ethnicity in a large multi-ethnic cohort study.

METHODS
Multi-ethnic study of atherosclerosis
The Multi-Ethnic Study of Atherosclerosis (MESA) is a
population-based prospective cohort that recruited 6814 partici-
pants ages 45–84 years in 2000–2002 from six US sites who were
Caucasian, African-American, Hispanic or Asian (predominantly
of Chinese origin).14 Each site recruited at least two race/ethnic
groups and all race/ethnic groups were recruited at multiple sites.
Exclusion criteria included clinical cardiovascular disease, preg-
nancy, weight >300 lbs, inability to speak English, Spanish,
Cantonese or Mandarin, and chest CTwithin the past year.

The MESA Family Study enrolled an additional 1612
African-American and Hispanic participants, predominantly sib-
lings of MESA participants. The inclusion and exclusion criteria

were identical, except that clinical cardiovascular disease was
permitted.

The MESA Lung Study assessed per cent emphysema for all
MESA and MESA Family participants and performed spirometry
on a subset of participants. The subset was randomly sampled
among those who consented to genetic analyses, underwent base-
line measures of endothelial function, and attended an examin-
ation during the 2004–2006 MESA Lung recruitment period
(figure 1). Chinese-Americans were oversampled to improve preci-
sion in this group. Participants with restrictive spirometry patterns,
defined as a forced vital capacity (FVC) less than the lower limit of
normal (LLN)15 and a forced expiratory volume in 1 s (FEV1) to
FVC ratio above the LLN, were excluded from analyses as the
hypotheses relate specifically to obstructive lung disease.

The protocols of MESA, MESA Family and MESA Lung
Studies were approved by the Institutional Review Boards of all
collaborating institutions and the National Heart Lung
Blood Institute.

Genetic ancestry
Genetic ancestry was defined using principal components
(PCs)16 derived from genome-wide data from the Affymetrix

Figure 1 Participants in the Multi-Ethnic Study of Atherosclerosis (MESA) and MESA Family Studies in analyses for spirometry and emphysema.
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6.0 chip among consenting participants available genetic data
(n=8227). PC analysis, when applied to genotype data, allows
for the transformation of a large number of correlated single
nucleotide polymorphisms into a smaller number of continuous
axes of variation that correspond to regions of geographic
ancestry.16 A total of 50 PCs were defined. The first three PCs
explain 86% of the total observed variation. A Cattell Scree
plot17 showed that the relative value of additional PCs beyond
the third PC was very small. These three PCs also reveal three
geographic clines: the first principal component (PC1) identifies
variation between European and African ancestry; the second,
PC2, identifies variation between European and Chinese ances-
try (figure 2A); and the third, PC3, identifies variation across
Hispanics (figure 2B).

Continental ancestry was assessed among African-Americans
and Hispanics using ADMIXTURE. Among African-Americans,
proportion of African ancestry was determined based on
ADMIXTURE estimates from a two-way model. Among
Hispanics, proportion of African and Native American ancestry
was determined based on a three-population model.

Race/ethnicity
Race/ethnicity, age, gender, educational attainment and medical
history were obtained via questionnaire. Categories for race/eth-
nicity were consistent with US 2000 Census definitions.18

Participants reported one of the following race/ethnicities:
non-Hispanic white, African-American, Asian-American of
Chinese descent or Hispanic/Latino. Participants who reported
Hispanic ethnicity were classified as Hispanic regardless of self-
reported race.

Cumulative exposure to cigarette smoke (pack-years)
Pack-years of cigarette smoking was calculated as: (years smo-
ked)×(cigarettes per day/20) using standardised questionnaire
items.19 Urinary cotinine level was assessed in the spirometry
group by immunoassay (Immulite 2000 Nicotine Metabolite
Assay; Diagnostic Products Corp., Los Angeles, California,
USA). For self-reported former smokers whose cotinine levels
were consistent with current smoking, years smoked was
increased by a value equal to the time interval from last
reported smoking to the time of cotinine assay.

Current smoking was defined as cigarette use in the last
30 days or a urinary cotinine level of >100 ng/ml.

Ever-smoking was defined as greater than 100 lifetime cigarettes
smoked.

Spirometry
Spirometry was conducted in 2004–2006 in accordance with
the American Thoracic Society/European Respiratory Society
guidelines20 on a dry-rolling-sealed spirometer with automated
quality checks (Occupational Marketing, Inc, Houston, Texas,
USA). Spirometry exams were reviewed by one investigator.21

The intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) of both FEV1 and
FVC on random 10% replicate testing was 0.99. Airflow
obstruction was defined as FEV1 to FVC ratio below the LLN.22

Per cent emphysema
Emphysema was quantitatively measured on lung fields of
cardiac CT scans obtained at full inspiration on multi-detector
and electron-beam CT scanners, which included approximately
70% of the lung volume from the carina to the lung bases.23

Each participant underwent two scans and the scan with the
greater volume of lung air was used, except in cases of discord-
ant scan quality, when the higher-quality scan was analysed.24

Image attenuation was assessed with a modified version of the
Pulmonary Analysis Software Suite25–27 at a single reading
centre. As air outside the body has a mean attenuation of
−1000 Hounsfield units, the attenuation of each pixel in the
lung regions was corrected to equal measured pixel attenu-
ation×(−1000/mean air attenuation). Per cent emphysema was
defined as the percentage of the total voxels in the lung with
attenuation of less than −910 Hounsfield units. Emphysema
measurements from the cardiac scans correlated closely with
those from full-lung scans in the same study participants.24 The
inter-scan ICC of per cent emphysema on 100% replicate scans
was 0.94.

Additional variables
MESA Lung participants were surveyed regarding factors rele-
vant to lung disease including self-report of physician diagnosis
before age 45, hay-fever, family history of emphysema, occupa-
tional exposure to dust, fumes and smoke, and household envir-
onmental tobacco smoke exposure defined as living with a
smoker. Cigar and pipe smoking was defined as previously
described.28 Depth of inhalation of cigarettes was assessed using
standardised questionnaire items.29 Height was measured to the
nearest 0.1 cm and weight was measured to the nearest pound.

Figure 2 (A) Distribution of principal component 1 and principal component 2 by self-reported race. (B) Distribution of principal component 1 and
principal component 3 by self-reported race.
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Statistical analysis
The cohort was stratified by race/ethnicity and gender for
descriptive purposes. Analyses were stratified by gender, given
gender differences in smoking history and lung function.

Initial multivariable regression models of lung function and
airflow obstruction included age, age2, height2, pack-years, and
either race/ethnicity or PCs of genetic ancestry,30 and adjusted
for current smoking. Fully adjusted multivariable regression
models additionally included body mass index, educational
attainment, cigar smoking status, cigar pack-years, secondhand
smoke exposure, depth of inhalation, time before first cigarette
in the morning, urinary cotinine level, asthma, hay-fever, family
history of emphysema, and occupational exposure to dust,
fumes or smoke.

Linear regression was used for analyses of lung function and
per cent emphysema and logistic regression for analyses of
airflow obstruction. As the participants in analyses of per cent
emphysema included related family members, these analyses
employed generalised estimating equations31 to account for cor-
relation between family members and were additionally adjusted
for CT scanner type and dose. Participants with lung function
measures did not include any related family members; thus, gen-
eralised estimating equations were not necessary.

Differences in the relationship between pack-years and lung
function measures by genetic ancestry and race/ethnicity were
tested in full multivariable models using the –2 log likelihood
test of nested models with and without the interaction terms on
an additive scale for lung function and lung density and a multi-
plicative scale for airflow obstruction. Sensitivity analyses were
performed on the converse scales. As race and PCs of ancestry
are collinear, they were not included in the same models; rather,
two separate sets of analyses were performed. All models met
the assumptions for linear and logistic regression, respectively.
Presented results are untransformed. Statistical significance was
defined as two-tailed p values <0.05. Analyses were performed
using SAS V.9.2 (SAS Institute, Cary, North Carolina, USA).

RESULTS
Among 3344 participants in spirometry analyses using self-
reported race, 35% were non-Hispanic Caucasian, 26%
African-American, 22% Hispanic and 17% Chinese-American.
The background of Hispanic participants was 51% Mexican,
14% Puerto Rican, 14% Dominican, 4% Cuban and 17% other
background. The mean age was 66 years; 48% were male sub-
jects. In all, 11% were current smokers and 45% former
smokers, with a median of 18 pack-years of cigarette smoking
(IQR 6, 36) among ever-smokers.

Participant characteristics in the spirometry analysis are
shown in table 1. Age and gender distributions were similar
across race/ethnic groups. African-Americans were more likely
to report current smoking than other groups. Pack-years of
smoking were the greatest among Caucasians followed by
African-Americans, Hispanics and Chinese-Americans. Women
were less likely to have ever-smoked than men, and only 10 of
278 Chinese-American women reported ever-smoking.

Estimates of genetic ancestry were available for 3229 of the
3344 participants included in the spirometry analysis and fol-
lowed the expected distribution (table 1).

Cumulative smoking, genetic ancestry and lung function
among men
Pack-years were associated with significant decrements in lung
function and increased ORs of airflow obstruction in all race/

ethnic groups. Among 1609 men, every 10 pack-years of
smoking was associated with a mean decrement of −0.69%
(95% CI −0.92% to −0.47%) in FEV1 to FVC ratio, a mean
decrement of −42.6 ml (95% CI −55.2 to −30.0) in FEV1 and
a 1.14 (95% CI 1.05 to 1.23) increase in the odds of airflow
obstruction.

There was no evidence that the relationship of pack-years to
FEV1 to FVC ratio or airflow obstruction varied by genetic
ancestry or self-reported race (table 2). Plots of the relationship
of pack-years to FEV1 to FVC ratio showed linear, qualitatively
similar relationships for all racial/ethnic groups (see online
supplementary figure S1A). Findings were similar when per-
formed on a multiplicative scale and when the outcome was per
cent predicted FEV1 to FVC ratio (all p>0.1).

The relationship of pack-years to FEV1, however, differed by
genetic ancestry (p=0.007) and self-reported race/ethnicity
(p=0.007). PC2, which identifies differences in European and
Asian ancestry, modified the effect of pack-years of smoking on
FEV1 (p=0.001) whereas interaction terms for pack-years of
smoking with PC1 (European vs African ancestry) and PC3
(European vs Hispanic ancestry) were not statistically significant
(p=0.30 and 0.94). Results for self-reported race were similar.
When self-reported Chinese-American men were removed from
the analysis, the interaction term no longer had a significant
effect on FEV1 (genetic ancestry p=0.23; self-reported race
p=0.26, table 2 parentheses).

The mean difference in the effect of 10 pack-years of
smoking on FEV1 among African-Americans compared with
non-Hispanic Caucasians was 7.0 ml (95% CI −18.5 to 32.5);
the mean difference in the effect of 10 pack-years on FEV1

among Hispanics compared with Caucasians was −0.6 ml (95%
CI −26.4 to 25.3). The mean difference in the effect of 10
pack-years on FEV1 among Chinese-Americans, however, was
significantly different compared with non-Hispanic Caucasians,
with a difference of 49.0 ml (95% CI 18.8 to 79.3, p=0.002).
Evidence of an interaction between race/ethnicity and smoking
on the FEV1 in men was also present on a multiplicative scale
(p=0.02 for both genetic ancestry and self-reported race/ethni-
city) and for per cent of predicted FEV1 (p=0.02).

Among African-American men, there was no evidence for an
interaction between proportion continental African ancestry and
pack-years on FEV1, FEV1 to FVC ratio or per cent emphysema
(all p>0.05). In Hispanic-American male subjects, however, the
interactions terms of pack-years with the FEV1 to FVC ratio
were significant for Native American (p=0.012) and African
(p=0.030) ancestry (likelihood ratio test p=0.016), suggesting a
lower FEV1 to FVC ratio with greater Native American and
African ancestry. No such interaction was present for the FEV1.

Genetic ancestry, cumulative smoking and lung function
among women
Among 1735 women, each 10 pack-years of smoking was asso-
ciated with a −0.85% (95% CI −1.13% to −0.57%) mean dec-
rement in FEV1 to FVC ratio, a −48.6 ml (95% CI −61.6 to
−35.7) mean decrement in FEV1 and a 1.36 (95% CI 1.20 to
1.55) increase in the odds of airflow obstruction. Plots of the
relationship of pack-years to FEV1 to FVC ratio showed simi-
larly linear relationships for racial/ethnic groups (see online
supplementary figure S1B).

There was no evidence that the relationship of pack-years to
FEV1, FEV1 to FVC ratio or airflow obstruction differed by
genetic ancestry among Caucasian, African-American and
Hispanic women (table 3). Chinese-American women were
excluded from this analysis given the very small number with a
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Table 1 Characteristics of the Multi-Ethnic Study of Atherosclerosis lung sample stratified by race/ethnicity and gender

Men (n=1609) Women (n=1735)

n=3344 Non-Hispanic Caucasians African-Americans Hispanics Chinese-Americans Non-Hispanic Caucasians African-Americans Hispanics Chinese-Americans

n (%) 582 (36) 402 (25) 342 (21) 283 (18) 591 (34) 471 (27) 395 (23) 278 (16)
Age, mean (SD), years 66 (9.8) 66 (9.7) 64 (10.0) 66 (9.7) 66 (10.0) 66 (9.5) 65 (9.8) 66 (9.6)
Smoking status, n (%)
Never 209 (36) 129 (32) 124 (36) 142 (50) 288 (49) 252 (54) 269 (68) 268 (96)
Former 328 (56) 198 (49) 175 (51) 119 (42) 255 (43) 160 (34) 102 (26) 6 (2)
Current 45 (8) 75 (19) 43 (13) 22 (8) 48 (8) 59 (13) 24 (6) 4 (1)

Pack-years of smoking,* median (IQR) 24.0 (9.0, 44.0) 20.3 (8.8, 36.8) 16.3 (5.9, 34.5) 17.5 (5.4, 33.0) 18.9 (6.0, 36.8) 17.3 (6.4, 33.0) 7.0 (2.0, 16.5) 13.5 (2.0, 19.5)
Inhalational depth (cigarettes)† n (%)
‘Shallow’ 25 (7) 12 (4) 17 (8) 20 (14) 11 (4) 16 (7) 22 (17) 2 (20)
‘Moderate’ 37 (10) 51 (19) 44 (20) 30 (21) 40 (13) 56 (26) 37 (29) 5 (50)
‘Deep’ 190 (51) 132 (48) 85 (39) 54 (38) 160 (53) 98 (45) 28 (22) 3 (30)
‘Very deep’ 105 (28) 60 (22) 49 (22) 25 (18) 67 (22) 38 (17) 23 (18) 0 (0)

Time until first cigarette‡ (SD), h 1.6 (2.3) 1.6 (2.3) 2.9 (3.4) 1.6 (1.8) 2.6 (5.0) 2.2 (3.1) 3.5 (3.9) 6.0 (6.4)
Cigar use* n (%) 155 (42) 67 (25) 36 (17) 6 (5) 10 (3) 10 (5) 2 (2) 0 (0)
Cigar years,§ median (IQR) 20 (10, 39) 15 (7, 55) 10 (6, 24) 29 (16, 51) 16 (8, 28) 17 (5, 30) 0 (0, 0) 0 (0, 0)
Height, mean (SD), cm 176 (6.9) 176 (6.8) 169 (6.4) 168 (6.4) 162 (6.6) 162 (6.9) 155 (5.8) 155 (6.1)
BMI, mean (SD), kg/m2 28 (4.1) 28 (4.6) 29 (4.1) 24 (3.2) 28 (5.8) 31 (6.2) 30 (5.4) 24 (3.4)
Educational attainment n (%)
High school or vocational school 108 (19) 134 (33) 190 (56) 69 (24) 134 (23) 138 (29) 235 (59) 94 (34)

Incomplete college 104 (18) 135 (34) 108 (32) 60 (21) 181 (31) 157 (33) 131 (33) 99 (36)
Complete college 149 (26) 70 (17) 24 (7) 76 (27) 138 (23) 90 (19) 14 (4) 59 (21)
Graduate or professional school 221 (38) 63 (16) 20 (6) 78 (28) 138 (23) 86 (18) 15 (4) 26 (9)

Household ETS exposure n (%) 229 (39) 176 (44) 93 (27) 52 (18) 310 (52) 284 (60) 173 (44) 119 (43)
Occupational exposure¶ n (%) 269 (46) 237 (59) 237 (59) 62 (22) 213 (36) 221 (47) 177 (45) 44 (16)
Asthma** n (%) 52 (9) 32 (8) 16 (5) 14 (5) 54 (9) 56 (11) 38 (10) 10 (4)
Hay-fever†† n (%) 200 (34) 114 (28) 70 (20) 90 (32) 238 (40) 189 (40) 112 (28) 88 (32)
Ancestral principal components (PC), median, (IQR) (n=3229)
PC1 0.020 (0.015, 0.043) 0.805 (0.698, 0.870) 0.073 (0.054, 0.169) 0.091 (0.088, 0.095) 0.0199 (0.015, 0.036) 0.804 (0.689, 0.876) 0.089 (0.062, 0.200) 0.091 (0.088, 0.095)
PC2 0.032 (0.026, 0.043) 0.252 (0.222, 0.272) 0.307 (0.189, 0.425) 0.977 (0.971, 0.982) 0.032 (0.025, 0.042) 0.252 (0.222, 0.274) 0.299 (0.202, 0.432) 0.976 (0.969, 0.982)
PC3 0.175 (0.167, 0.182) 0.250 (0.240, 0.259) 0.451 (0.284, 0.564) 0.027 (0.019, 0.038) 0.176 (0.170, 0.184) 0.250 (0.240, 0.256) 0.428 (0.294, 0.566) 0.028 (0.019, 0.040)

Lung function
FEV1 (SD), L 3.0 (0.7) 2.6 (0.6) 3.0 (0.7) 2.6 (0.6) 2.2 (0.5) 1.9 (0.4) 2.0 (0.5) 1.8 (0.4)
FVC (SD), L 4.3 (0.8) 3.6 (0.7) 3.9 (0.8) 3.5 (0.7) 2.9 (0.6) 2.4 (0.5) 2.6 (0.5) 2.4 (0.5)
FEV1 to FVC ratio (SD), % 72 (9.1) 72 (10.7) 75 (8.8) 74 (8.6) 74 (7.8) 77 (8.0) 78 (6.9) 76 (6.6)

Airflow obstruction‡‡ n (%) 79 (21) 63 (23) 31 (14) 9 (6) 57 (19) 23 (11) 11 (9) 1 (10)

*Among ever-smokers.
†Depth of cigarette smoke inhalation, from shallow (1) to very deep (4), among ever-smokers.
‡Time between waking until first cigarette of the day.
§The usual number of cigars smoked in a day multiplied by the number of years of cigar smoking, among ever-cigar smokers.
¶Occupational exposure to dust, fumes or smoke.
**Physician diagnosis of asthma <45-years-old.
††History of hay-fever.
‡‡FEV1 <80% predicted and FEV1 to FVC ratio <0.7, among ever-smokers.
BMI, body mass index; ETS, environmental tobacco smoke (‘secondhand smoke’); FEV1, forced expiratory volume in 1 s; FVC, forced vital capacity.
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smoking history. Similarly, there was also no evidence for effect
modification by self-reported race/ethnicity among women
(table 3).

Among African-American and Hispanic women, there was no
evidence for any interaction between pack-years and proportion
African ancestry and, among Hispanics, Native American ances-
try for the FEV1 or FEV1 to FVC ratio (all p>0.05).

Cumulative smoking and per cent emphysema
Characteristics of 8247 participants included in the analyses of per
cent emphysema are shown in online supplementary table S1.
Among women, every 10 pack-years of smoking were associated
with a 0.43% increase in per cent emphysema (p<0.001). Among
men, 10 pack-years of smoking was associated with a 0.10%
increase in per cent emphysema, though the association was not
statistically significant (p=0.30). There was no evidence that this
association differed by genetic ancestry among men or women,
although in women there was a suggestion of effect modification by
self-reported race/ethnicity (p=0.03; online supplementary table
S2). Furthermore, there was no evidence that the association of
pack-years to per cent emphysema varied by continental ancestry
among African-American and Hispanic women and men (p>0.16).

Sensitivity analyses
Among 1255 men and women with a history of smoking greater
than 10 pack-years (mean pack-years 36, SD ±26), there was also
no evidence of that the relationship of pack-years to FEV1, FEV1

to FVC ratio or airflow obstruction differed by self-reported race/
ethnicity or genetic ancestry (see online supplementary table S3).

In the present study sample, 96% of Chinese, 69% of Hispanics,
9% of African-Americans and 7% of Caucasians were immigrants
to the USA. Among Hispanics (as well as Caucasians and
African-Americans), there was no evidence that either immigrant
status or years lived outside the USAwas associated with the FEV1

or FEV1 to FVC ratio. Among Chinese-Americans, immigrant
status was not associated with either FEV1 or FEV1 to FVC ratio
(p=0.37 and p=0.72, respectively). Years lived outside the USA
was not associated with FEV1 (p=0.19) but was associated with a
small decrement in mean FEV1 to FVC ratio (−0.06%, (95% CI
−0.11% to −0.02%) p=0.001); additional adjustment for immi-
grant status and years lived outside the USA did not, however, alter
the main results on the relationship among race, pack-years and
lung function (see online supplementary table S4).

Since MESA excluded participants with clinical cardiovascular
disease, we repeated analyses restricted to participants aged 45–
64 years, an age range in which clinical cardiovascular disease is
rare, and found similar results (see online supplementary table S5).
Site-specific analyses demonstrated no significant interactions with
the FEV1 to FVC ratio and a significant interaction with the FEV1

at one of the two sites that recruited Chinese-Americans (see
online supplementary table S6), although the direction of associ-
ation was inconsistent across the six sites.

DISCUSSION
In this large, population-based sample, there was no consistent
evidence that the associations of cumulative smoking with FEV1

to FVC ratio, airflow obstruction or per cent emphysema varied
by genetic ancestry among the four largest race/ethnic groups in
the USA.

Two recent studies have used ancestral informative markers
(AIMs) to assess for interaction between genetic ancestry and
smoking. A case-control study by Bruse et al12 of variation in
tobacco-related susceptibility to COPD by genetic ancestry found
that Hispanic smokers had lower odds of COPD and reduced
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decline in FEV1 compared with non-Hispanic Caucasians with
an equal cumulative smoking history. These findings were not
replicated in our present study; however, differences between the
studies include the use of AIMs in the former case-control study
compared with PCs based upon 1 million single nucleotide poly-
morphisms in the present population-based study. Additionally,
as the study by Bruse et al recruited Hispanics at one site
(Albuquerque, New Mexico, USA), predominantly of regional
Native American and Mexican origin, its findings might apply
specifically to Hispanics of the Southwestern region of the USA
while the present multicentre study recruited Hispanics of both
Mexican and Caribbean origin. Also, differences in mean pack-
years may have contributed to variation in results. The mean
pack-years in the present study is 16 among non-Hispanic
Caucasians and 10 among Hispanics where mean pack-years in
the aforementioned study was higher (34 for Hispanics and 41
for non-Hispanic Caucasians).

We also found no evidence of a higher risk of COPD among
African-Americans in contrast to a case-control study of 70 cases
of early-onset COPD,8 a retrospective review of 160 patients
presenting for lung volume reduction surgery,9 and a prospec-
tive study of 50 African-Americans and 278 Caucasians,10 all
using self-reported race/ethnicity. One explanation for these dif-
ferences is that prior findings in early-onset and very severe
COPD may not apply to the general population and, conversely,
findings in the general population may not apply to these
extreme phenotypes. Alternatively, small, case-control studies
may be subject to selection bias. Notably, a more recent study
incorporating genetic measures by Aldrich et al11 used AIMs
and identified a trend, though non-significant, toward an
interaction between African ancestry and smoking on FEV1 in
cross-sectional and longitudinal analysis among self-reported
African-Americans. These findings were not replicated in our
present study. Differences include an older cohort with a higher
mean pack-years (30) among the participants in the study by
Aldrich et al as well as the longitudinal approach, suggesting

that it could be possible that there is more variability by race as
individuals age. Our results are, however, consistent with a large
meta-analysis of population-based studies using self-reported
race-ethnicity.7

The present study was unique in enrolling Chinese-Americans
along with the three other race/ethnic groups in the same study.
We found no evidence of a differential risk in this group for
FEV1 to FVC ratio, airflow limitation and per cent emphysema;
however, the association between cumulative smoking and
FEV1 was modified by genetic ancestry among men of
Chinese-American ancestry. These results build on findings from
the prior meta-analysis of lung function, which found that self-
reported Asian/Pacific Islanders had smaller smoking-related
decrements in FEV1 than Caucasians.7 The specificity of the
interaction in FEV1 suggests that it may be related to mean dif-
ferences in body size among Asian men compared with other
race/ethnic groups that are not fully indexed by height.21 Other
possible explanations for this difference include dietary and life-
style factors. For example, mean levels of n-3 polyunsaturated
fatty acids are substantially higher among Asians and Caucasians
compared with other groups in MESA,32 which may contribute
to a lower risk of COPD.33

Among women, but not men, we identified a statistically sig-
nificant effect modification on per cent emphysema by self-
reported race (p=0.03), and a trend toward effect modification
by ancestry (p=0.10; see online supplementary table S2). One
potential explanation for this finding is a sex-specific locus that
determines smoking-related emphysema changes, which may
provide an interesting avenue for future research.

Overall, these findings suggest that the effect of cumulative
smoking on COPD does not vary substantially among the four
major race/ethnic groups in the USA. Observed race/ethnic dispar-
ities in COPD in the USA may instead result from differences in
smoking patterns, differential exposure to air pollution or environ-
mental toxins, maternal smoking during pregnancy,34 low birth
weight,35 exposure to pulmonary irritants during lung

Table 3 Mean difference in lung function and OR for airflow obstruction per 10 pack-years of smoking among women, stratified by race/
ethnicity

n.

Non-Hispanic
Caucasians
591

African-Americans
471

Hispanics
395

Chinese-Americans‡

278

p Value for
differences across
race/ethnic groups

p Value for
differences
by principal
components of
ancestry

FEV1 to FVC difference (%), (95% CI)

Age-height-adjusted*
−1.06 (−1.42 to −0.70) −0.76 (−1.23 to −0.29) −0.57 (−1.17 to 0.02) 0.56 0.29

Multivariable† −0.97 (−1.38 to −0.56) −0.82 (−1.35 to −0.29) −0.65 (−1.30 to 0.01) 0.29 0.32
FEV1, mean difference (ml), (95% CI)

Age-height-adjusted*
−44.0 (−60.9 to −27.0) −43.5 (−63.7 to −23.2) −33.6 (−62.6 to −4.6) 0.54 0.99

Multivariable† −41.1 (−59.8 to −22.5) −47.1 (−70.5 to −23.8) −36.7 (−69.0 to −4.5) 0.43 0.25
Airflow obstruction OR (95% CI)

Age-height-adjusted*
1.32 (1.15 to 1.51) 1.45 (1.17 to 1.79) 1.20 (0.92 to 1.58) 0.48 0.69

Multivariable† 1.29 (1.08 to 1.54) 1.49 (1.16 to 1.54) 1.53 (0.85 to 2.74) 0.25 0.83

*Age-height-adjusted model adjusted for 10-pack-years of smoking, age, age,2 height, height2 and current smoking status.
†Multivariable model adjusted for 10-pack-years of smoking, age, age,2 height, height,2 body mass index, current smoking status, physician-diagnosed asthma before 45 years, family
history of emphysema, cigar smoking status, cigar pack-years, secondhand smoke exposure, depth of inhalation, time before first cigarette in the morning, urinary cotinine level, history
of hay-fever, occupational exposure to dust, fumes or smoke, and educational attainment.
‡Chinese-American women excluded from analysis due to small sample size with smoking history.
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development9 and occupational exposures. Different smoking
habits and brands of cigarettes have also been cited, although
depth of inhalation was similar across race/ethnic groups in this
study.

This study has a number of strengths, including advanced
assessment of genetic ancestry, a population-based study which
avoids site-by-race confounding and limits selection bias, large
sample size and standardised methods.

Smoking history may be subject to inaccurate reporting;
however, results would only be biased if misclassification of
pack-years were differential by race/ethnicity. Current smoking
was confirmed with cotinine levels in MESA Lung participants,
and the accuracy of self-reported current smoking did not differ
by race/ethnicity (p=0.34). Cigarette brand and type was not
assessed; however, COPD risk does not vary substantially by
brand or type.36

Use of genetic PCs of ancestry may carry biases. If, for
example, we seek to control for cultural confounders such as
dietary and environmental factors that may be associated with
race/ethnic group, using genetic ancestry may potentially mis-
classify persons who culturally identify with one group while
genetic ancestry is admixed.

Additionally, genetic PCs of ancestry as used in these analyses
may not capture within group variation particularly among the
highly admixed African-American and Hispanic groups. In order
to address this issue, we performed analyses using individual con-
tinental ancestry proportions. Among African-Americans, we
again found no interaction between continental ancestry and
pack-years of smoking on lung function. Among
Hispanic-American male subjects we found a statistically signifi-
cant increase in the effect of pack-years on FEV1 to FVC ratio
proportion of Native-American and African ancestry. This
finding is in contrast to the finding of a prior study.11 One poten-
tial explanation for this difference is that the current study
recruited Hispanics from multiple geographic regions across the
USA unlike the former study which recruited a population from
one site in New Mexico, while it is also possible that either or
both findings could be false positives given that there were mul-
tiple comparisons performed.

Postbronchodilator spirometry, used to define COPD, was not
available in this cohort; however, epidemiological and genetic
risk factors for an obstructive pattern of spirometry are similar
to those for COPD37 and we used a contemporary definition of
airflow limitation. Emphysema was assessed on partial lung
scans. Although we have previously validated per cent emphy-
sema measures from these scans compared with full-lung scans
in MESA (ICC 0.94),37 the lung apices were not included in the
partial lung scans that resulted in less precise effect estimates for
smoking-related emphysema, which has an apical predilection.38

Nonetheless, the variability of these partial lung scans was com-
parable with that defined by full lung scans in other cohort
studies.39 It should also be noted that results from this cross-
sectional study may not necessarily apply to longitudinal change
in lung function and per cent emphysema.

Although MESA is a population-based study, participants with
clinical cardiovascular disease were excluded; hence, the average
smoking history was slightly less than the US population.40 The
results, then, may not be fully generalisable to populations with
heavier smoking exposures and very severe COPD. Last, though
this study assessed PCs of ancestry which map along global
ancestral clines, it is possible studies of locus-specific ancestry
might yield different findings.

In conclusion, there was no strong evidence that the association
of cigarette smoking to airflow limitation and emphysema varied

by genetic ancestry in the four main US race/ethnic groups. Risks of
smoking appear equally shared across the population.
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Web Supplemental Table 1.  Characteristics of the participants with percent emphysema measures stratified by race/ethnicity and gender 

 Men 

(n=3,771) 
 Women 

(n=4,476) 

n = 8247 

 

Non-Hispanic 

White 

African-

American 

Hispanic Chinese-

American 
 Non-Hispanic 

White 

African-

American 

Hispanic Chinese-

American 

n (%) 

 

1235(30) 1185(31) 963(26) 388(10)  1349(30) 1567(35) 1147(26) 413(9) 

Age, mean (SD), 

years 

 

63(10) 61(10) 60(10) 62(10)  63(10) 61(10) 61(10) 62(10) 

Height, mean (SD), 

cm 

176(6.9) 176(7.0) 169(6.4) 168(6.0)  162(6.5) 162(6.6) 156(6.1) 155(5.7) 

BMI, mean (SD), kg/m
2 

 
 

28(4.1) 29(4.9) 29(4.5) 24(3.1)  28(5.8) 31(6.5) 30(5.9) 24(3.4) 

Smoking status, n (%)          

Never 497(40) 453(38) 395(41) 207(53)  660(49) 842(54) 776(68) 397(96) 

Former 602(49) 470(40) 395(41) 143(37)  531(39) 466(30) 251(22) 9(2) 

Current 137(11) 261(22) 173(18) 38(10)  158(12) 257(16) 120(10) 7(2) 

Pack years of 

smoking,
*
 median 

[IQR] 

24.0 

[9.0,44.0] 

20.3 

[8.8,36.8] 

16.3 

[5.9,34.5] 

17.5 

[5.4,33.0] 

 18.9 

[6.0,36.8] 

17.3 

[6.4,33.0] 

7.0 

[2.0,16.5] 

13.5 

[2.0,19.5] 

Percent Emphysema 

(%, SD) 

29(14.1) 23(13.5) 21(12.4) 22(12.8)  19(12.5) 14(11.1) 13(9.7) 12(9.0) 

Ancestral principal Components (PC), 

median, [IQR] 
        

PC 1 0.027 
[0.015, 0.043] 

0.800 
[0.698, 0.870] 

0.073 
[0.054, 0.169] 

0.091 
[0.088, 0.094] 

 0.0199 
[0.015, 0.036] 

0.804 
[0.689, 0.876] 

0.089 
[0.062, 0.200] 

0.091 
[0.088, 0.095] 

PC 2 0.032 
[0.026, 0.043] 

0.252 
[0.222, 0.272] 

0.307 
[0.189, 0.425] 

0.978 
[0.971, 0.982] 

 0.032 
[0.025, 0.042] 

0.252 
[0.222, 0.274] 

0.299 
[0.202, 0.432] 

0.976 
[0.969, 0.982] 

PC 3 0.175 
[0.167, 0.182] 

0.250 
[0.240, 0.259] 

0.451 
[0.284, 0.564] 

0.027 
[0.019, 0.038] 

 0.176 
[0.170, 0.184] 

0.250 
[0.240, 0.256] 

0.428 
[0.294, 0.566] 

0.028 
[0.019, 0.040] 

Abbreviations 

SD, standard deviation; BMI, body mass index; IQR, inter-quartile range;  

Footnotes:  

* Among ever smokers. 

 



 

Web supplemental Table 2.  Mean difference in percent emphysema per 10 pack years of smoking, stratified by gender and race/ethnicity 

 Non-Hispanic 

White 

African-American Hispanic Chinese-American 

Men (n) 1,235 1,185 963 388 

P-value for 

differences by self-

reported race/ethnic 

group 

P-value for 

differences by 

principal 

components of 

ancestry 

Percent 

Emphysema 

difference (%)
*
 

0.17 

(-0.11, 0.41) 

-0.05 

(-0.46, 0.36) 

0.28 

(-0.18, 0.73) 

-0.23 

(-0.86, 0.41) 
0.17 0.13 

 
Non-Hispanic 

White 

African-American Hispanic Chinese-American† 

Women (n) 1,349 1,567 1,147 413 

P-value for 

differences by  

self-reported 

race/ethnic group 

P-value for 

differences by 

principal 

components of 

ancestry 

Percent 

Emphysema 

difference (%)
*
 

0.87 

(0.52, 1.23) 

0.13 

(-0.31, 0.57) 

0.04 

(-0.28, 0.36) 
 0.03 0.10 

* Percent emphysema model adjusted for 10-pack-years of smoking, age, height, body mass index, CT scanner type, smoking status. 

† Excluding Chinese-American women as smoking rates too low for analysis 

 



Web supplemental table 3: Mean difference in lung function measures per 10 pack-years of smoking stratified by gender and race/ethnicity, among 

participants with greater than 10 pack-years smoking history 

Men 

(n=776) 

Non-Hispanic Whites African-Americans Hispanics Chinese-Americans 

n. 310 217 157 92 

P-value for 

differences across 

self-reported 

race/ethnic groups 
[p-value excluding 

Chinese-Americans] 

P-value for 

differences by 

principal 

components of 

ancestry  
[p-value excluding 

Chinese-Americans] 

FEV1/FVC difference 

(%), (95% CI) -0.81 

(-1.23, -0.39) 

-0.10 

(-0.92, 0.71) 

-0.56 

(-1.22, 0.10) 

-0.16 

(-0.98, 0.66) 
0.66 0.62 

FEV1 difference 

(mL), (95% CI) -45.7 

(-69.9, -21.2) 

-4.42 

(-49.2, 40.3) 

-36.9 

(-72.1, -1.8) 

4.56 

(-29.8, 38.9) 

0.06 

[0.31] 

0.09 

[0.39] 

Women 

(n=457) 
Non-Hispanic Whites African-Americans Hispanics Chinese-Americans† 

P-value for 

differences across 

self-reported 

race/ethnic groups 

 

P-value for 

differences by 

principal 

components of 

ancestry  

 

n. 235 159 56 7 
  

FEV1/FVC difference 

(%), (95% CI) -1.05 

(-1.41, 0.69) 

-0.77 

(-1.24, -0.31) 

-0.73 

(-1.30, -0.16) 
 0.78 0.68 

FEV1 difference 

(mL), (95% CI) -34.8 

(-60.2, -9.3) 

-68.7 

(-100.7, -36.7) 

-24.1 

(-72.3, 24.0) 
 0.99 0.87 

* Model adjusted for 10-pack-years of smoking, age, age
2
, height, height

2
, current smoking status, physician-diagnosed asthma before 45 years, family history of 

emphysema, cigar smoking status, cigar pack-years, second-hand smoke exposure, depth of inhalation, time before first cigarette in the morning, urinary cotinine 

level, history of hayfever, occupational exposure to dust, fumes or smoke, and educational attainment. 

† Chinese-American women excluded from analysis due to small sample size with smoking history 



Web Supplemental Table 4.  Mean difference in lung function measures per 10 pack-years of smoking, stratified by gender and race/ethnicity, and 

including adjustment for immigrant status and years lived in United States 

Men 

Non-Hispanic Whites African-Americans Hispanics Chinese-Americans 

n. 582 402 342 283 

P-value for 

differences across 

self-reported 

race/ethnic groups 
[p-value excluding 

Chinese-Americans] 

P-value for 

differences by 

principal components 

of ancestry  
[p-value excluding 

Chinese-Americans] 

FEV1/FVC difference 

(%), (95% CI) -0.73 

(-1.00, -0.46) 

-0.85 

(-1.37, -0.33) 

-0.83 

(-1.24, 0.41) 

-0.26 

(-0.81, 0.29) 
0.19 0.11 

FEV1 difference 

(mL), (95% CI) -53.4 

(-69.8, -36.9) 

-41.9 

(-68.8, -15.0) 

-48.9 

(-73.7, -24.0) 

-14.4 

(-43.1, 14.3) 

0.01 

[0.91] 

0.004 

[0.38] 

Women Non-Hispanic Whites African-Americans Hispanics Chinese-Americans† 

P-value for 

differences across 

self-reported 

race/ethnic groups 

 

P-value for 

differences by 

principal components 

of ancestry  

 

n. 591 471 395 278 
  

FEV1/FVC difference 

(%), (95% CI) -1.05 

(-1.41, 0.69) 

-0.77 

(-1.24, -0.31) 

-0.73 

(-1.30, -0.16) 
 0.43 0.31 

FEV1 difference 

(mL), (95% CI) -42.3 

(-59.3, -25.3) 

-43.8 

(-63.9, -23.6) 

-36.5 

(-64.2, -8.7) 
 0.52 0.59 

* Model adjusted for 10-pack-years of smoking, age, age
2
, height, height

2
, current smoking status, physician-diagnosed asthma before 45 years, family history of 

emphysema, cigar smoking status, cigar pack-years, second-hand smoke exposure, depth of inhalation, time before first cigarette in the morning, urinary cotinine 

level, history of hayfever, occupational exposure to dust, fumes or smoke, and educational attainment. 

† Chinese-American women excluded from analysis due to small sample size with smoking history 



Web Supplemental Table 5. Mean difference in lung function measures per 10 pack-years of smoking, stratified by gender and race/ethnicity, among 

participants age 45-65 years. 

Men 

(n=857) 

Non-Hispanic Whites African-Americans Hispanics Chinese-Americans 

n. 292 223 204 138 

P-value for 

differences across 

self-reported 

race/ethnic groups 
[p-value excluding 

Chinese-Americans] 

P-value for 

differences by 

principal components 

of ancestry  
[p-value excluding 

Chinese-Americans] 

FEV1/FVC difference 

(%), (95% CI) -0.70 

(-1.23, -0.18) 

-0.22 

(-94, -0.50) 

-0.43 

(-1.34, 0.47) 

-0.50 

(-1.82, 0.83) 
0.16 0.11 

FEV1 difference 

(mL), (95% CI) -52.4 

(-86.7, -18.02) 

-21.3 

(-64.6, 22.0) 

0.74 

(-67.7, 69.2) 

-59 

(139.4, 21.1) 

0.08 

 

0.02 

[0.02] 

Women 

(n=902) 
Non-Hispanic Whites African-Americans Hispanics Chinese-Americans† 

P-value for 

differences across 

self-reported 

race/ethnic groups 

 

P-value for 

differences by 

principal components 

of ancestry  

 

n. 303 231 224 144 
  

FEV1/FVC difference 

(%), (95% CI) -0.58 

(-1.22, -0.06) 

-0.18 

(-1.14, 0.77) 

-0.33 

(-1.04, 0.37) 
 0.38 0.14 

FEV1 difference 

(mL), (95% CI) -34.7 

(-207, 344) 

-33.6 

(-79.0, 11.9) 

-50.8 

(-94.0, -7.5) 
 0.73 0.74 

* Model adjusted for 10-pack-years of smoking, age, age
2
, height, height

2
, current smoking status, physician-diagnosed asthma before 45 years, family history of 

emphysema, cigar smoking status, cigar pack-years, second-hand smoke exposure, depth of inhalation, time before first cigarette in the morning, urinary cotinine 

level, history of hayfever, occupational exposure to dust, fumes or smoke, and educational attainment. 

† Chinese-American women excluded from analysis due to small sample size with smoking history



Web Supplemental Table 6: 

Interaction between principal components of ancestry and lung function measures, stratified by site and gender 

 

 Men Women 

Winston-Salem, North 

Carolina n= 298 n=299 

FEV1/FVC 0.46 0.08 

FEV1 0.17 0.47 

New York, New York n=341 n=397 

FEV1/FVC 0.31 0.08 

FEV1 0.56 0.1 

Baltimore, Maryland n=243 n=245 

FEV1/FVC 0.03 0.78 

FEV1 0.12 0.22 

Minnesota n=287 n=263 

FEV1/FVC 0.58 0.19 

FEV1 0.75 0.82 

Chicago, Illinois n=366 n=372 

FEV1/FVC 0.09 0.71 

FEV1 0.11 0.14 

Los Angeles, California n=420 n=434 

FEV1/FVC 0.25 0.05 

FEV1 0.07 0.03 

 

 

 

 


